GENERAL DESCRIPTION

NOTE 1. USE GOOD QUALITY FULL DIMENSION (F.D.) ROUGH SAWN LUMBER, OR DRESSED (S4S) LUMBER OF STANDARD GRADE DOUGLAS FIR, NO. 2 SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE, EQUIVALENT OR BETTER, OF THE SIZES SPECIFIED ON THE PLANS.

NOTE 2. USE OF RING SHANK OR SCREW SHANK POLE BARN NAILS IS RECOMMENDED FOR SUPERIOR NAILING STRENGTH, ESPECIALLY FOR ALL CONNECTIONS TO PRESSURE TREATED POLES AND ALL SOFTWOOD LUMBER NAILING. USE .404 (\(\frac{5}{8}\))" NAILS FOR FRAMING-TO-PRESSURE TREATED POLE JOINTS, USE 12d OR 16d FOR ALL DRESSED (S4S) LUMBER FRAMING, OR 16d (\(\frac{3}{4}\))" FOR ROUGH LUMBER FRAMING.

NOTE 3. USE RING SHANK OR SCREW SHANK ROOFING NAILS WITH NEOPRENE WASHER OR LEAD UNDER-HEAD FOR MPRS. SPANS, FOR ALL METAL ROOFING OR SIDING ATTACHMENT.

NOTE 4. USE HEAVY-DUTY DOUBLE-TRACK WITH ADEQUATE HANGERS, ROLLERS, ETC., FOR ENTRANCE DOORS.

FLOOR PLAN

SCALE: \(\frac{1}{8} = 1'0"\)

LENGTH AS REQUIRED

SIDE ELEVATION

SCALE: \(\frac{1}{8} = 1'0"\)